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Summary

The work being summarized here deals with auto-
matic classi�cation problems. Our interest is focused
in problems with the following characteristics: the
problem's attributes are real valued, the classi�cation
classes are previously known and a set of positive and
negative examples is given. The aim is to create a
system that learn a set of classi�cation rules.

Due to the real valued attributes the traditional GA
based systems [1, 2] does not work properly. Our work
is oriented to �nd an alternative way to represent the
condition part of the rules in order to improve system's
performance.

Our system (GENIFER) is based on the following con-
cepts: nearest neighbour policies like the ones used
in Case-Based Reasoning, adaptive behaviour of GAs,
and reduntant chromosome information codi�cation
using diploids.

Our GA based classi�er system instead of looking
for rules that describes logical tests over attributes,
looks for representative classi�cation areas in the n-
dimensional search space (de�ned by the real valued
attributes) described by signi�cant points. GENIFER
uses a matching function based on nearest neighbour
policies. Distance between one sample (mi) and one
point (x) is shown in equation 1. So, the system should
obtain a set of points instead of a set of rules.
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When a new sample has to be classi�ed by the sys-
tem, the nearest signi�cant point (r) is retrieved from
the learned set of points (R) and the new sample is
classi�ed in the area described by the point:

Dist(mi; r) � min
8x2R

(Dist(mi; x)) (2)

From this simple idea, the GENIFER system is im-
proved with some adaptive behavior. As show in equa-
tion 1 several nearest neighbour functions can be used.
GENIFER can automatically learn the best function
from a discrete set of choices (GENIFER-MDAA). We
also have been working with incremental approaches
similar to the ones used in [1, 2]. Finally this incre-
mental approach incorporates redundant information
in chromosomes using diploids (GENIFER-DIA).

The system is tested using a real world noisy problem:
the automatic diagnosis of breast cancer biopsies. The
classes for this problem are cancerous or non cancer-
ous. The systems achieves a mean prediction accuracy
of 82% (correctly classi�ed) over the complete testbed
and all the GENIFER con�gurations. These results
are better that the ones reported using traditional GA
based classi�er systems (72%).
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